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N.V. N e d e r l a n d s c h e A p pa r at e n fa b r i e k “N e d a p ”
Chooses the RD VPN Concept from HOB
for Secure Access
Nedap develops, produces and supplies high
tech products and solutions in the fields of security and electronic control systems. A major
focus in 2006 is ‘connected systems’ in which
RFID plays an important role. Products and
services for all kind of application areas like
RFID systems for libraries, school management
information systems, cattle code management
systems, locker systems, retail theft deterrent
systems and many more. Nedap has over 600
employees in the head office in Groenlo and
subsidiaries on other locations in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, England, France and
Spain. Nedap is quoted on the stock exchange
since 1949.

	Enable Secure Information Access
without O bstacles
Nedap is characterized by a development-, entrepreneurship- and staffs´ own responsibilityoriented open, innovative and creative culture
that guarantees innovation. The head quarter
www.hobsoft.com
itself shows creativity in design and interior and
ads up to an environment where it is a pleasure
to work. “IT and all its
security aspects must not
“The Java RDP client from HOB is very fast and written in
interfere with the creanative Java, which means it runs on almost every version of
the Java Virtual Machine on any operating system and even
tivity of our employees
on kiosks, where the end user has no special rights.”
and should support the
Tom Schneider, responsible for network management, Nedap
primary business pro
cesses,” said Tom Schneider, responsible for
the network management at Nedap. “We needed to work with partners in countries like Romania. The engineers in those countries should

collaborate with our Dutch engineers and use
the same applications. Instead of installing and
maintaining heavy engineering applications like
Visula on unknown PCs we did not administer,
we looked for a solution to access these applications from the centralized location in Groenlo.”
The idea was to use these graphical applications
remotely by using centralized PCs and the RDP
protocol in Windows XP Professional.
Remote access for external developers is part of
a company strategy to enable secure and easy
access from any location to information using
applications running on desktops, mainframes,
intranet web sites or for example terminal ser
vers.

	O n

demand access to all applications

To enable secure access to desktops with fast
application performance using an Internet connection, Nedap deployed the HOB solution.
HOB combines a secure access portal WebSecureProxy with Enterprise Access – an integra
ted management framework for users, user
environment and settings for all HOB applications. “We came to the HOB solution fairly
early in the process. Alternatives in the market
were more expensive, but much more important
was that these had no Java client or a very slow
Java client. The Java RDP client from HOB
is very fast and written in native Java, which
means it runs on almost every version of the
Java Virtual Machine on any operating system
and even on kiosks, where the end user has no
special rights,” added Schneider. “In addition,
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HOB was the only manufacturer in Europe with
256-bit encryption using a web browser.”

grated support of Active Directory and the company’s Vasco-tokens. HOB RD VPN is very easy
to manage as the implementation of the HOB
“Engineers outside the Netherlands connect solution at Nedap proves. The additional remote
to HOB WebSecureaccess services to the
Proxy using an Internetwork are sup“The main business advantage is a high lever
net connection and
ported by the same
of flexibility which is impossible to quantify
in
money.
You
could
say
that
the
are passed through to
number of adminisHOB solution prepared our company
a centralized desktop
trators than before.
for ongoing internationalization.”
in our LAN using the
Also, easy of adminisHOB feature Desktration is seen in the
top-on-Demand,” continued Schneider. “This upgrade process of the WebSecureProxy softfunctionality also meets our need to open up in- ware, which can be done live without anyone
formation to all our employees in a secure way, noticing anything.
from desktops we don’t manage on home locations or while visiting partners that won’t allow
	F lexibility is the winning card
connecting our notebooks tot their network.” According to Nedap, the power of the HOB
Office applications are deployed on terminal solution is that it enables access to terminal ser
servers using HOBLink JWT, which integrates vers, desktops, iSeries mainframes and Outlook
with WebSecureProxy and enables additional Web Access using one easy portal environment
features like Easyprinting and Enhanced local that is centrally managed. Employees use a web
drive mapping. The Load Balancing component portal with exactly those business applications
within HOBLink JWT will be enabled in the that they need for their daily work.
near future to scale up to prepare for adding
smaller subsidiaries.
“The main business advantage is a high lever
of flexibility which is impossible to quantify in
The Retail Support market group at Nedap money. It is now easy for us to reallocate proalso required access to applications running on duction to foreign countries. For example, we
iSeries mainframes, using desktops at custom- now can hire and authorize foreign technical
ers’ sites. HOBLink J-term terminal emulation highly skilled but cheaper temporary workers or
enables this feature and again integrates seamless let partners access our network. Even our own
with WebSecureProxy.
employees save time because they can access
information anytime and anyplace.” Schneider
	Easy system administration
concluded. “You could say that the HOB soluAn important goal when introducing this con- tion prepared our company for ongoing internacept of universal access was to keep system tionalization. Opening new offices and offer our
administration as simple as possible without centralized application becomes much easier.”
compromising security. The SSL-based access
portal WebSecureProxy takes care of encryption,
authentication and authorization of applications. User account management and single
sign-on is automatically provided by the inte-

Systems in use:
• HOB RD VPN, with:
- HOB WebSecureProxy
- HOB Enterprise Access
- HOB Desktop-on-Demand
- HOBLink JWT
- HOBLink J-term
- HOBLink Xpert module
• Vasco tokens
• Microsoft Windows Server
2003
• Miscellaneous applications
for software engineers like
compilers
• Miscellaneous CAD applications like Visula
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